
Welland Gouldsmith  School  

Class - 3  

Subject -  English Language 

Chapters – 1,2,3 and 4 

   Revision work 

 

I.(A) Rearrange these words to make Sensible Sentences . 

1.Sister a sang beautifully my song  

2. Lives Japan in Jojo 

3. dog Bonzo pet Ria a called has 

4. India of is the New Delhi Capital  

5. East Sun the rises in the. 

I.(B)Mark ‘S' if the Sentence is a  statement , ‘Q' if the sentence is a  question 

,‘C’ for Command , ‘R'  for request and ‘ E’ for exclamation mark. 

1.Do you like to dance ? 

2. “ Climb up that tree”  

3. Please sit down!  

4. Hooray! we won the match. 

5.Where is my new  bike?  

6 We like to eat Pizza. 

7.Put your papers in the basket. 

8. Get down from the roof ! 

9. Bring your paper and your pencil to my desk.  

10. Please pass me the  Spoon.  

              ------------------- 

II. Divide the sentences  into  Subject  and  predicate 



 A.The girl was playing  with  her doll.   

B.Gita ate an orange.   

C.Peter jumped  into the river.  

D.Anita and John are  best  friends.   

E. My mother  is cooking  tasty food. 

--------------- 

 III. Identify  the  Proper  nouns   and  the  Common nouns in  each  of  these  

sentences.  

Write “P"for Proper nouns and “ C" for  Common  nouns.   

1. Virat Kohali  is a famous cricket.   

2. Kolkata  is a big city. 

3. The Taj - Mahal is a beautiful  building. 

4. My uncle reads the Times of India daily.  

5. The river Nile  flows through Egypt. 

--------------- 

 IV.(A)Fill in  the  blanks with  collective Nouns. 

1. An __________ of soldiers 

2. A __________of robbers. 

3. A __________of rubbish. 

4. A __________of grapes. 

5. A __________of hens. 

IV.(B) Underline the  Collective  Nouns  in each  sentences.  

1. I saw  a herd of cattle  grazing  in  the  field..  

2. My mother  carries  a  bunch of keys in her  purse. 

3. The fisherman  caught  a school  of fish in his net.  

4. A pride of lions were roaming  in  the  forest. 

5.  The  maid - servant  washed a bundle  of  clothes. 

    _____________________________________________ 


